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Tube – Floro Orange Glitter

Tag –  Red Holo

Tail – Orange Polar Bear

Rib – Gold wire

Body – Gold Lite Brite

Hackle – Orange cock

Wing – Orange Fox

             Fiery Brown Fox

Hackle – Orange Schlappen

                Blue Guinea Fowl

Eyes – Jungle Cock

Head – Red

THUNDER & LIGHTNING

Prepare a Floro Orange Glitter leaving 6mm of the inner tube poking

out the front. Secure the tube in the adapter. Tie in the thread on the

outer tube and take down to where the inner tube finishes tying in a

length of flat Red Holo tinsel. Wind the thread back up a few turns. Wind

the Holo forward 3 turns to form a tag, tie in and trim off. Prepare a

bunch of Orange Polar Bear and tie in for the tail, about the same

length as the tube. Tie in a length of Gold wire and bind in securely, trim

the waste. Dub the thread with Gold Lite Brite and wind the thread up to

the head of the outer tube forming the body.

Tie in a short fibred Orange cock hackle by the base. Wind 2 close

turns at the head and then palmer the hackle down to the tail. Holding

the hackle tip taught rib up to the head with the Wire securing the

hackle. Tie in tightly and trim off. Take the thread onto the inner tube and

form a bed of thread. Tie in a bunch of Orange Arctic Fox about the

same length as the tail. Bind in tightly and trim the waste. Tie in a bunch

of Fiery BrownArctic Fox longer than the tail. Bind in tightly and trim the

waste.

Tie in an Orange Schlappen hackle by the tip, double it and wind 2

turns and tie in, this should be longer than the body hackle. Do the

same with a dyed Blue Guinea Fowl hackle and tie in. Prepare and tie

in a pair of Jungle Cock eyes, fold back the waste stalks and bind in

tightly. Trim off the waste. Form a neat head with the Red thread and

whip finish. Cut the tube to 2mm and flame over. Apply several coats of

clear varnish to produce a smooth shiny head.




